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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Heating with wood is often considered a natural and economical alternative to electricity or fossil fuels. However, even with a fairly
new and efficient woodstove, many cords of wood are required for burning over the course of a single winter, and incomplete
combustion can contribute to poor air quality. A rocket mass heater is an earthen masonry heating system which provides clean,
safe, and efficient warmth for your home, all while using 70 to 90 percent less fuel than a traditional woodstove. These unique and
beautiful installations provide luxurious comfort year round. In cold weather a few hours of clean, hot burning can provide twenty or
more hours of steady warmth, while the unit's large thermal mass acts as a heat sink, cooling your home on sizzling summer days.
Packed with hard-to-find information, The Rocket Mass Heater Builder's Guide includes: Comprehensive design, construction, and
installation instructions combined with detailed maintenance and troubleshooting advice Brick-by-brick layouts, diagrams, and
architectural plans augmented with detailed parts drawings and photographs for clarity Relevant and up-to-date code information
and standards to help you navigate the approval process with local building departments Earthen masonry heating systems are
well-suited for natural and conventional builders alike. A super-efficient, wood-burning, rocket mass heater can help you
dramatically reduce your energy costs while enhancing the beauty, value, and comfort of your home. Erica Wisner and Ernie
Wisner have built over seven hundred super-efficient, clean-burning masonry stoves. They are dedicated to the search for
sustainable solutions and the hands-on teaching of creative, ecological, and practical skills.
For readers of The Astronaut Wives Club, The Mercury 13 reveals the little-known true story of the remarkable women who trained
for NASA space flight. In 1961, just as NASA launched its first man into space, a group of women underwent secret testing in the
hopes of becoming America’s first female astronauts. They passed the same battery of tests at the legendary Lovelace
Foundation as did the Mercury 7 astronauts, but they were summarily dismissed by the boys’ club at NASA and on Capitol Hill.
The USSR sent its first woman into space in 1963; the United States did not follow suit for another twenty years. For the first time,
Martha Ackmann tells the story of the dramatic events surrounding these thirteen remarkable women, all crackerjack pilots and
patriots who sometimes sacrificed jobs and marriages for a chance to participate in America’s space race against the Soviet
Union. In addition to talking extensively to these women, Ackmann interviewed Chuck Yeager, John Glenn, Scott Carpenter, and
others at NASA and in the White House with firsthand knowledge of the program, and includes here never-before-seen
photographs of the Mercury 13 passing their Lovelace tests. Despite the crushing disappointment of watching their dreams being
derailed, the Mercury 13 went on to extraordinary achievement in their lives: Jerrie Cobb, who began flying when she was so small
she had to sit on pillows to see out of the cockpit, dedicated her life to flying solo missions to the Amazon rain forest; Wally Funk,
who talked her way into the Lovelace trials, went on to become one of the first female FAA investigators; Janey Hart, mother of
eight and, at age forty, the oldest astronaut candidate, had the political savvy to steer the women through congressional hearings
and later helped found the National Organization for Women. A provocative tribute to these extraordinary women, The Mercury 13
is an unforgettable story of determination, resilience, and inextinguishable hope.
Futurist Women broadens current debates on Futurism and literary studies by demonstrating the expanding global impact of
women Futurist artists and writers in the period succeeding the First World War. This study initially focuses on the local: the
making of the self in the work by the women who were affiliated with the journal L'Italia futurista during World War I in Florence.
But then it broadens its field of inquiry to the global. It compares the achievements of these women with those of key precursors
and followers. It also conceives these women's work as an ongoing dialogue with contemporary political and scientific trends in
Europe and North America, especially first wave feminism, eugenics, naturism and esotericism. Finally, it examines the vital
importance and repercussions of these women's ideas in current debates on gender and the posthuman condition. This groundbreaking study will prove invaluable for all scholars and upper-level students of modern European literature, Futurism, and gender
studies.
Come join the adventure in Symbaroum, the acclaimed Swedish roleplaying game! Explore the vast Forest of Davokar in the hunt
for treasure, lost wisdom and eternal fame. Visit the barbarian clans to trade or to plunder their treasuries. Establish a base of
power among princes, guilds or rebellious refugees in the capital city of Yndaros. Or survive encounters with Arch Trolls, darkminded Blight Beasts and undead warlords. But whatever you do, never ignore the warnings spoken by the wardens of the forest:
tread carefully and do not disturb the ruins of old, for the dark deep of Davokar is about to awaken. Made in Sweden

Groups of people abandoned sites in different ways, and for different reasons. And what they did when they left a
settlement or area had a direct bearing on the kind and quality of cultural remains that entered the archaeological record,
for example, whether buildings were dismantled or left standing, or tools buried, destroyed or removed from the site.
Contributors to this unique collection on site abandonment draw on ethnoarchaeological and archaeological data from
North and South America, Europe, Africa, and the Near East.
Vernacular architecture represents a great resource that has considerable potential to define principles for sustainable
design and contemporary architecture. This publication is the result of an overall aim to produce a valuable tool for
analysis regarding vernacular heritage through different assessments, in order to define principles to consider for
sustainable development. This was possible through a comprehensive reflection on the principles established and the
strategies to recognise in different world contexts. The present publication was the result of an in-depth approach by 46
authors from 12 countries, concerned with the analysis and critical assessment of vernacular heritage and its sustainable
perspective. The book presents 8 chapters addressing operational definitions and synopses advances, regarding the
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main areas of vernacular heritage contribution to sustainable architecture. It also presents 15 chapters and 53 case
studies of vernacular and contemporary approaches in all the 5 continents, regarding urban, architectural, technical and
constructive strategies and solutions. VERSUS, HERITAGE FOR TOMORROW: Vernacular Knowledge for Sustainable
Architecture is the result of a common effort undertaken by the partners ESG | Escola Superior Gallaecia, Portugal, as
Project leader; CRAterre | École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Grenoble, France; DIDA | Università degli Studi
di Firenze, Italy; DICAAR | Università degli Studi di Cagliari, Italy; and UPV | Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain.
This is the final outcome of VerSus, an European project developed from 2012 to 2014, in the framework of the Culture
2007-2013 programme.
Un manuale per aspiranti panificatori scritto da autentici esperti del settore che giorno dopo giorno mettono ‘le mani in
pasta’. Per chi voglia intraprendere la professione e conoscere passo passo le competenze del mestiere: dalla
conoscenza degli ingredienti di base alle preparazioni dei prodotti lievitati, dai processi di panificazione spiegati dal punto
di vista tecnico all’uso di impastatrici, forni, lievitatori e attrezzature da laboratorio necessarie per fare dell’antico fornaio
un professionista. Completa il manuale un ricettario professionale rappresentativo del pane d’Italia. Si entra così nel vivo
della materia con la descrizione della ricetta, degli ingredienti e dei procedimenti; il tutto accompagnato da una fotografia
esemplificativa e di riferimento dei panificati realmente prodotti.
Sustainability is a concept that has monopolised a large number of the scientific debates in a wide range of spheres
connected not only with architecture, urban planning and construction, but also with the product market, tourism, culture,
etc. However, sustainability is indissolubly linked to vernacular architecture and the lessons this architectu
This present book describes the different construction systems and structural materials and elements within the main
buildings typologies, and it analyses the particularities of each of them, including, at the end, general aspects concerning
laboratory and in-situ testing, numerical modeling, vulnerability assessment and construction maintenance.
How to better protection of our architectural heritage in the event of earthquakes? The vulnerability of cultural artifacts necessitates
the working out of a system which takes into account the problems of architecture, engineering and seismology among others.
Written by architects and engineers, this book attempts to offer answers and give guidelines for both architects and engineers
working in this field.
First published in 1891, Pellegrino Artusi's La scienza in cucina e l'arte di mangier bene has come to be recognized as the most
significant Italian cookbook of modern times. It was reprinted thirteen times and had sold more than 52,000 copies in the years
before Artusi's death in 1910, with the number of recipes growing from 475 to 790. And while this figure has not changed, the book
has consistently remained in print. Although Artusi was himself of the upper classes and it was doubtful he had ever touched a
kitchen utensil or lit a fire under a pot, he wrote the book not for professional chefs, as was the nineteenth-century custom, but for
middle-class family cooks: housewives and their domestic helpers. His tone is that of a friendly advisor – humorous and
nonchalant. He indulges in witty anecdotes about many of the recipes, describing his experiences and the historical relevance of
particular dishes. Artusi's masterpiece is not merely a popular cookbook; it is a landmark work in Italian culture. This English
edition (first published by Marsilio Publishers in 1997) features a delightful introduction by Luigi Ballerini that traces the fascinating
history of the book and explains its importance in the context of Italian history and politics. The illustrations are by the noted Italian
artist Giuliano Della Casa.
Uan Tabu is a rockshelter on the left bank of the central valley of the Wadi Teshuinat, which is a main ancient water course in the
Tadrart Acacus mountain range. It is located in the Fezzan region, south-western Libya (Great Jamahirya). The site was
discovered by Fabrizio Mori in 1960 and was re-excavated and studied by a multi-disciplinary team at the beginning of the 1990s.
It has also remarkable rock art that includes paintings from the Round Head and Pastoral phases. Between 1960 and 1963, a
trench was dug into the archaeological deposit at the foot of the rock wall. The results of the 1960s’ excavation have never been
published before, apart from some brief notes. They are thoroughly described and discussed in the present volume. Between 1990
and 1993, the excavation was resumed and extended. The 1990s’ excavation has been preliminarily published. Further
information and details are now presented and commented. A stratigraphic and cultural correlation between the two excavations is
also attempted in this volume. Four main archaeological and paedological units were identified and dated. They spanned from the
Late Pleistocene to the Late Holocene. The earliest one, dating to the Pleistocene, included an Aterian techno-complex and was
dated to around 61,000 years BP. Later, during the Early Holocene, a ‘pre-pastoral’ occupation occurred since the 10th
millennium bp. This period was differentiated in two phases characterised by different socio-cultural systems: 1. during the Early
Acacus (around 9800-8800 years bp), the site was used on a seasonal basis, probably during the dry season, for practising
hunting activities; 2. during the Late Acacus (around 8800-8600 years bp), a more sedentary lifestyle was hypothesised for the
inhabitants of the site. These two cultural facies comprised the upper three units. The fourth phase of occupation of the shelter
was only attested to the surface of the site, but it could be still considered as an indication of the use of the site during the Late
Holocene, as late as the 4th millennium bp. A dung fill in the wall of the rockshelter dated to the end of this, Late Pastoral, phase
and is the only evidence for domesticated animals.
Creating the perfect loaf of bread--a challenge that has captivated bakers for centuries--is now the rage in the hippees places,
from Waitsfield, Vermont, to Point Reyes Station, California. Like the new generation of beer drinkers who consciously seek out
distinctive craft-brewed beers, many people find that their palates have been reawakened and re-educated by the taste of locally
baked, whole-grain breads. Today's village bakers are finding an important new role--linking tradition with a sophisticated new
understanding of natural levens, baking science and oven construction. Daniel Wing, a lover of all things artisinal, had long
enjoyed baking his own sourdough bread. His quest for the perfect loaf began with serious study of the history and chemistry of
bread baking, and eventually led to an apprenticeship with Alan Scott, the most influential builder of masonry ovens in America.
Alan and Daniel have teamed up to write this thoughtful, entertaining, and authoritative book that shows you how to bake superb
healthful bread and build your own masonry oven. The authors profile more than a dozen small-scale bakers around the U.S.
whose practices embody the holistic principles of community-oriented baking based on whole grains and natural leavens. The
Bread Builders will appeal to a broad range of readers, including: Connoisseurs of good bread and good food. Home bakers
interested in taking their bread and pizza to the next level of excellence. Passionate bakers who fantasize about making a living by
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starting their own small bakery. Do-it-yourselfers looking for the next small construction project. Small-scale commercial bakers
seeking inspiration, the most up-to-date knowledge about the entire bread-baking process, and a marketing edge.
Forni in terra cruda. Manuale pratico illustrato di autocostruzioneCome fare il paneIL ManualeHOEPLI EDITORE
Discover how to develop your pottery design skills and bring your ideas to life from start to finish. Covering every technique from throwing
pottery to firing, glazing to sgraffito, this pottery book is perfect for both hand-building beginners and potting pros. Step-by-step photographs some from the potter's perspective - show you exactly where to place your hands when throwing so you can master every technique you
need to know. Plus, expert tips help you rescue your pots when things go wrong. The next in the popular Artist's Techniques series,
Complete Pottery Techniques is the ideal companion for pottery classes of any level, or a go-to guide and inspiration for the more
experienced potter looking to expand their repertoire and perfect new skills. With contemporary design and ideas, Complete Pottery
Techniques enables the modern maker to unleash their creativity.
How regional Italian cuisine became the main ingredient in the nation's political and cultural development.
Following the extraordinary international success of NORWEGIAN WOOD, the bestselling manual for chopping, stacking and drying wood the
Scandinavian way, THE NORWEGIAN WOOD ACTIVITY BOOK offers something for all the family, including: · Top Trunks · Spot the
difference · Dot-to-dot and mazes · Cut out and colour the woodchoppers' clothing · Step-by-step guides to laying the perfect fire and building
a round stack · And magnificent frozen landscapes THE NORWEGIAN WOOD ACTIVITY BOOK is an original gift for all seasons and the
perfect fireside companion, to bring warmth and entertainment to armchair enthusiasts and active woodcutters alike.
Veronica Franco (whose life is featured in the motion picture Dangerous Beauty) was a sixteenth-century Venetian beauty, poet, and
protofeminist. This collection captures the frank eroticism and impressive eloquence that set her apart from the chaste, silent woman
prescribed by Renaissance gender ideology. As an "honored courtesan", Franco made her living by arranging to have sexual relations, for a
high fee, with the elite of Venice and the many travelers—merchants, ambassadors, even kings—who passed through the city. Courtesans
needed to be beautiful, sophisticated in their dress and manners, and elegant, cultivated conversationalists. Exempt from many of the social
and educational restrictions placed on women of the Venetian patrician class, Franco used her position to recast "virtue" as "intellectual
integrity," offering wit and refinement in return for patronage and a place in public life. Franco became a writer by allying herself with
distinguished men at the center of her city's culture, particularly in the informal meetings of a literary salon at the home of Domenico Venier,
the oldest member of a noble family and a former Venetian senator. Through Venier's protection and her own determination, Franco
published work in which she defended her fellow courtesans, speaking out against their mistreatment by men and criticizing the subordination
of women in general. Venier also provided literary counsel when she responded to insulting attacks written by the male Venetian poet Maffio
Venier. Franco's insight into the power conflicts between men and women and her awareness of the threat she posed to her male
contemporaries make her life and work pertinent today.
The tumultuous twentieth century, told through the life of a single extraordinary woman Rejected by a series of publishers, abandoned in a
chest for twenty years, Goliarda Sapienza's masterpiece, The Art of Joy, survived a turbulent path to publication. It wasn't until 2005, when it
was released in France, that this novel received the recognition it deserves. At last, Sapienza's remarkable book is available in English, in a
brilliant translation by Anne Milano Appel and with an illuminating introduction by Angelo Pellegrino. The Art of Joy centers on Modesta, a
Sicilian woman born on January 1, 1900, whose strength and character are an affront to conventional morality. Impoverished as a child,
Modesta believes she is destined for a better life. She is able, through grace and intelligence, to secure marriage to an aristocrat—without
compromising her own deeply felt values. Friend, mother, lover—Modesta revels in upsetting the rules of her fascist, patriarchal society. This
is the history of the twentieth century, transfigured by the perspective of one extraordinary woman. Sapienza, an intriguing figure in her own
right—her father homeschooled her so she wouldn't be exposed to fascist influences—was a respected actress and writer who drew on her own
struggles to craft this powerful epic. A fictionalized memoir, a book of romance and adventure, a feminist text, a bildungsroman—this novel is
ultimately undefinable but deeply necessary; its genius will leave readers breathless.

This publication is the first truly collective attempt to study the work of Melchiorre Cafa'. In a variety of studies, it
discusses specific and synoptic issues related to his oeuvre. The book also presents a check-list of works by (or
attributed to) the artist; this check-list aims at establishing a critical repertory of his oeuvre.
Embrace off-grid green living with the bestselling classic guide to a more sustainable way of life, now with a brand new
foreword from Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall. John Seymour has inspired thousands to make more responsible, enriching,
and eco-friendly choices with his advice on living sustainably. The New Complete Book of Self-Sufficiency offers step-bystep instructions on everything from chopping trees to harnessing solar power; from growing fruit and vegetables, and
preserving and pickling your harvest, to baking bread, brewing beer, and making cheese. Seymour shows you how to live
off the land, running your own smallholding or homestead, keeping chickens, and raising (and butchering) livestock. In a
world of mass production, intensive farming, and food miles, Seymour's words offer an alternative: a celebration of the
joy of investing time, labour, and love into the things we need. While we aren't all be able to move to the countryside, we
can appreciate the need to eat food that has been grown ethically or create things we can cherish, using skills that have
been handed down through generations. With refreshed, retro-style illustrations and a brand-new foreword by Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall, this new edition of Seymour's classic title is a balm for anyone who has ever sought solace away
from the madness of modern life.
The author describes his twenty month ordeal in the Nazi death camp.
Since 1947, the mysterious crash of an unidentified aircraft at Roswell, New Mexico, has fueled a firestorm of speculation
and controversy with no conclusive evidence of its extraterrestrial origin -- until now. Colonel Philip J. Corso (Ret.), a
member of President Eisenhower's National Security Council and former head of the Foreign Technology Desk at the
U.S. Army's Research & Development department, has come forward to tell the whole explosive story. Backed by
documents newly declassified through the Freedom of Information Act, Colonel Corso reveals for the first time his
personal stewardship of alien artifacts from the crash, and discloses the U.S. government's astonishing role in the
Roswell incident: what was found, the cover-up, and how these alien artifacts changed the course of 20th century history.
For a number of years, the healthy and environment-friendly building material earth, in common use for thousands of
years, has been enjoying increasing popularity, including in industrialized nations. In hot dry and temperate climate
zones, earth offers numerous advantages over other materials. Its particular texture and composition also holds great
aesthetic appeal. The author’s presentation reflects the rich and varied experiences gained over thirty years of building
earth structures all over the world. Numerous photographs of construction sites and drawings show the concrete
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execution of earth architecture.
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